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Abstract

Background: In western countries, the yearly incidence of depression is estimated to be 3–5% and the lifetime prevalence is 17%.
In patient populations with chronic diseases the point prevalence may be 20%. Depression is associated with increased risk for
various conditions such as osteoporoses, cardiovascular diseases, and dementia. WHO stated in 2000 that depression was the fourth
leading cause of disease burden in terms of disability. In 2000 the cost of depression in the US was estimated to 83 billion dollars.
A predominance of trials suggests that physical exercise has a positive effect on depressive symptoms. However, a meta-analysis
from 2001 stated: “The effectiveness of exercise in reducing symptoms of depression cannot be determined because of a lack of
good quality research on clinical populations with adequate follow-up.”
Objectives: The major objective for this randomized trial is to compare the effect of non-aerobic, aerobic, and relaxation training on
depressive symptoms using the blindly assessed Hamilton depression scale (HAM-D17) as primary outcome. The secondary
outcome is the effect of the intervention on working status (i.e., lost days from work, employed/unemployed) and the tertiary
outcomes consist of biological responses.
Design: The trial is designed as a randomized, parallel-group, observer-blinded clinical trial. Patients are recruited through general
practitioners and psychiatrist and randomized to three different interventions: 1) non-aerobic, — progressive resistance training, 2)
aerobic training, — cardio respiratory fitness, and 3) relaxation training with minimal impact on strength or cardio respiratory
fitness. Training for all three groups takes place twice a week for 4 months. Evaluation of patients' symptoms takes place four and
12 months after inclusion. The trial is designed to include 45 patients in each group.

Statistical analysis will be done as intention to treat (all randomized patients).
Results from the DEMO trial will be reported according to the CONSORT guidelines in 2008–2009.
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1. Introduction

The yearly incidence of depression is estimated to be 3–5% [1–3], with a lifetime prevalence of 17% in western
societies [2]. The prevalence of major depression in patients with chronic and disabling physical illnesses can be as
high as 20% [4]. Depressive symptoms as prolonged feeling of sadness, low self esteem, and even suicidal tendencies
have consequences to the patients' social life, and the severity of depression correlate to the number of work days lost
[5,6]. Depression is associated with increased risk for conditions such as osteoporoses [7,8], cardiovascular diseases
[9–12], and dementia [13]. WHO and others stress that unipolar depressive disorders are the fourth leading cause of
global disease burden in terms of lost years of healthy life and that major depression accounted for 12% of all years
lived with disability in 2000 [14]. The economic burden of depression on the national economy in the US was in 2000
estimated to 83.1 billion dollars (62% were workplace costs, 31% were direct medical costs, and 7% were suicide-
related mortality costs) [15].

A meta-analysis of randomized trials comparing either non-aerobic or aerobic training with no intervention in patients
diagnosed with depression concluded that the effect of training cannot be determined due to lack of good quality research
[16]. The authors found that the majority of trials were without blinded outcome assessment, lacked intent-to-treat
analyses, and most had short follow-up. This conclusion is supported in a later review [17]. The methodological problems
mentioned above might lead to an overestimation of intervention effect [18–20]. Two recently published trials, comparing
aerobic training versus no treatment [21] and non-aerobic training versus standard general practitioner treatment [22],
suggest that training has a positive effect on patients diagnosedwith depression. Furthermore they found the positive effect
of training to be intensity related. Only one previous trial has compared non-aerobic and aerobic training in the same trial
[23]. The non-aerobic and aerobic training could theoretically be influencing depressive symptoms by different biological
mechanisms, such as enhanced serotonergic activity due to enhanced free tryptophan levels in aerobic exercise [24,25].

On this background we designed a randomized trial comparing non-aerobic training versus aerobic training versus a
control group receiving relaxation training. This trial will employ adequate methods of reducing bias such as centralized
randomization, blinded outcome assessment, and analysis according to the intent-to-treat principle. Furthermore we will
include patients diagnosed with light to moderate depression and have a long follow-up to evaluate the benefits and
harms of training on depressive symptoms, lost days from work, and biological outcome measures.

2. Objectives for the DEMO trial

The primary objective for the DEMO superiority trial is to assess the beneficial and harmful effects of non-aerobic
versus aerobic versus relaxation training in patients diagnosed with depression according to ICD-10. The primary
outcome will be an assessment of depressive symptoms as measured with the Hamilton Depression scale (HAM-D17)
[26] by outcome assessors blinded for training group.

3. Design

The trial is designed as a three-armed, parallel-group, observer-blinded randomized clinical superiority trial (Fig. 1).
The patients are randomized to 1) a non-aerobic exercise program, 2) an aerobic exercise program, and a 3) relaxation
exercise program. The relaxation group functions as a control group with minimal muscle contractions, and is es-
tablished in order to eliminate the potential positive effect of being in a group on a regular basis.

3.1. Recruitment and inclusion and exclusion criteria

Physicians and the public are informed of the purpose of the DEMO trial and the inclusion and exclusion criteria
through open meetings, newspapers, leaflets, and television. Patients are referred from general practitioners, private
practicing psychiatrists, psychologist, and psychiatric wards to the first interview, which determines if the patient
fulfills the inclusion criteria and none of the exclusion criteria (Table 1).

The age limits (18–55 years) is chosen in order to recruit patients likely to be active on the labor market, and to limit
the amount of physical testing needed before exercise intervention can be started. In order to increase adherence to the
randomized intervention we want the patients to live in the vicinity of the exercise facilities. Patients with suicidal
behavior at entry (defined as a score higher than two on HAM-D17 item 3) are excluded from the trial and referred to



Fig. 1. Flowchart of the DEMO trial. See text for further information.
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other treatment. Patients with sick leave for longer than 24 months are excluded since they are considered difficult to
get back to work, and therefore the effect on sick leave for shorter duration might be missed. Following written and
verbal informed consent and the clinical assessment and physical test described below, the patients are randomized.

3.2. Clinical assessment

A research assistant and an experienced psychologist conduct the interview of the participants. The diagnosis of
depression is established using Major Depression Inventory (ICD-10) [27] and the severity of depression by HAM-D17
Table 1
Inclusion and exclusion criteria for the DEMO trial

Inclusion: Exclusion:

1. Age: 18 to 55 years 1. Current substance or recreational drug abuse
2. Living in the vicinity of Copenhagen 2. Contraindications to physical exercise
3. Depression (F32.0, F32.1, F33.0, ICD-10 verified F33.1) 3. Exercising more than 1 h/week
4. Fluent in Danish 4. Sick leave N24 months
5. Able to read and understand informed consent 5. N2 on item 3 (HAM-D17)

6. Early-retirement
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[26]. Several other psychometrics are used in order to monitor differences in different scales (i.e., interviewer versus
self-administered scales) and to secure sufficient data on psychopathology and cognitive function (Fig. 2). Both
interviewers are trained and certified in using the HAM-D17 interview. Inter-rater reliability will be calculated. The
patient group assignment is unknown to the interviewers. In relation to the follow-up interview, the patients are
instructed not to reveal their group assignment. At the follow-up the interviewer will be asked to ‘guess’ which group
the patient had been assigned to, making it possible to reveal if the ‘blinding’ is unsuccessful.

3.3. Physical exercise testing

The patient's maximal oxygen uptake (V·O2max) is measured using a bicycle cardiopulmonary exercise test. The test
is based on L. B. Andersens cycle exercise protocol [28]. The patients are instructed to fast from midnight, and they
meet between 8:30 and 10:0 a.m. In the initial 5 min of the cycle test (Monark) the workload is 75 W for women, and
100 W for men. Then the workload is increased by 25 W/2 min till exhaustion. All patients are continuously verbally
encouraged. The pulse and perceived level of exhaustion (PLE) on the Borg 15 graded category scale of the patients are
recorded after 5 min, +50 W, +100 W, and at V·O2max.

An indwelling venous catheter is inserted in the antecubital vein and blood samples are collected 15 min prior to
exercise testing (after 5 minutes rest), at V·O2max, and at 15, 30, and 60 min after the exercise test. All samples are
collected in a sitting position. Blood samples that are not immediately analyzed are centrifuged and the plasma stored at
− 80 °C until analyzed.

Repetition maximum (RM) for knee extension, chest press, and leg press is measured using machines and stan-
dardized procedures.

3.4. Randomization

If the inclusion criteria are fulfilled and none of the exclusion criteria is fulfilled the patients are subsequently
randomized. Randomization is done as restricted randomization with the patients being stratified for: 1) not receiving
antidepressive medication, 2) having received antidepressive medication for less than 6 weeks, and 3) having received
antidepressive medication for more than 6 weeks. The rationale for this is the significant effect of antidepressive
Fig. 2. Instruments and para-clinics used in the DEMO trial [76,77].
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medication within 6 weeks [29]. The randomization is centralized and carried out at the Copenhagen Trial Unit. The
block size is unknown to the investigators of the DEMO trial.

3.5. Interventions

All three intervention groups meet twice a week in the afternoon for 4 months at the same location. The patients can
choose between a group that starts at 2 p.m. or 5 p.m. The patients are responsible for transportation themselves. All
groups have 20 min of warm-up but with low intensity in the relaxation group. The whole training session is scheduled
to last one and a half hour. The patients in the aerobic and relaxation training groups carry pulse monitor (Polar m-31
and m-61). In the aerobic exercise group it is used continuously to secure that the patients are exercising in the
prescribed pulse interval. In the relaxation group it is used a few times during the 4 months to secure a low pulse
(maximum 120; Borg 12).

3.5.1. Non-aerobic training group
This program is designed to increase muscular strength as measured by repetition maximum (RM) with initially 12

repetitions of 50% of RM 2–3 times per exercise (Table 2). As the participants progress the number of repetitions are
reduced to 10 and 8 with an increase to 75% of RM. The training is a circle-training program involving large muscle
groups including both machines and free weights. Six exercises are made on machines involving large muscle groups:
Leg extension, leg press, total abdominal, lower back, chest press, vertical traction. As a supplement to this free weights
and sandbags are used for exercising the calf muscle, the arm-abductors, the triceps brachi, and the hip abductors. The
program fulfills the criteria for resistance training made by the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) [30]
regarding number of repetitions and sets for untrained individuals. The loading is initially quite low (50% of RM),
however, this loading has been noted to give an increase in strength in previously untrained individuals [31]. Two days
training a week is described as a minimum, but still gives 80–90% of a three days/week program [32,33].

3.5.2. Aerobic training group
This program is designed to increase fitness as measured by maximal oxygen uptake (V·O2max) in a maximal cycle

ergometer test. The exercise program involves ten different aerobic exercises using large muscle groups. Machines are
used for cycling, running, stepping, abdominal exercises, and rowing. Additional exercises are sliding movements on
small carpets, trampoline, step bench, jump rope, and Ski Fitter®. Initially each exercise lasts 2 min, followed by
two minutes rest, and repeated twice which amounts to a total exercise time of 40 min. This gradually increases to
three minutes exercise and one-minute rest, and each exercise repeated twice amounting to a total exercise time of
60 min. When patients become acclimated to the training the intensity rises (Table 3).

We chose training twice a week to increase adherence due to less injuries [34] and less motivation demanded from
the patient, even though it could be argued that three days training/week as recommended by the ACSM [35] would
have a higher impact on V·O2max. A recent study attributed the beneficial effect of exercise on depression to the
intensity of training and found no differences comparing exercises 3 days/week and 5 days/week [21]. Earlier research
indicates that duration and intensity are the most important factors in cardio respiratory fitness and that intensity levels
of 60–80% of V·O2max twice a week is sufficient to increase V·O2max and comparable to training 3/week on this
variable [36–38]. However training twice a week is probably not enough to change body composition [36,38]. The
intensity and duration of the program fulfills the requirements for developing aerobic fitness according to ACSM [35]
and the Danish health authorities [39]. Regarding the duration of each session the time ranged from 40 to 60 min of
effective exercise time which should be sufficient to improve V·O2max.[34,40,41].
Table 2
Progression in the non-aerobic training group in the DEMO trial

Session numb. RM1 Repetitions Sets

1–4 20=50% 12 2–3
5–15 15=60% 12 3
16–20 12=70% 10 3
21–32 10=75% 8 4

1: Repetition maximum. The maximum weight that can be liftedonly one time.



Table 3
Intensity level for the aerobic training group in the DEMO trial

Session numb. % of HRmax
1 Borg scale

1–8 70 12–13
9–23 80 14–15
24–32 89 15–16
1Maximum heart rate. Estimated during a cycle ergometer test.
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3.5.3. Relaxation training group
In this group the goal is to avoid muscular contractions or stimulation of the cardiovascular system thus patients do

not engage in activity perceived higher than 12 on the Borg scale, and the main exercises are done at an intensity level
at 6–10 on the Borg scale. The first 20–30 min are used for movements on mattresses, Bobath balls®, or massage on
the back using a Ball stick ball®. The massage is given for 10 min by another patient. This is followed by balance
exercises and light exercises with tubes in a 10–20 minutes program. The sessions end with relaxation exercises for
20–30 min. The relaxation exercises are alternating muscle contraction and relaxation in different muscle groups while
lying down.

4. Outcomes

All psychometric and biological outcomes are listed in Fig. 2, and explained below.

4.1. Psychometrics of depression

The HAM-D17 [26] is chosen as the primary outcome due to its widespread international use in psychiatric hospitals
and among general practitioners. The scale consists of 17 items, some items can be scored from 0 to 2 and others from 0
to 4. The assessor will be blinded to intervention group. At the follow-up interviews, the patients are instructed not to
reveal their group assignment. At the follow-up the interviewer will ‘guess’ which group the patient had been assigned
to, making it possible to reveal if the ‘blinding’ is unsuccessful. In addition we include a depression rating scale which
was designed to be more sensitive: The Montgomery Aasberg Depression Rating Scale [42] which is a 10-item scale.
Each item can be rated from 0 to 6. The patient administered Becks Depression Inventory scale [43], which consists of
21 items that each can be scored from 0 to 3, is also included. Furthermore we include the 14-item Hamilton Anxiety
Scale [44] to be able to evaluate the possible anxiety reducing effect of exercise.

4.2. Other psychometrics

To get a view of the patients psychiatric status we include the patient administered Symptom Questionnaire 92
(SCL-92) [45] which contains 92 items each rated from 0 to 4. On the basis of the answers the level of somatization,
interpersonal sensitivity, depression, anxiety, phobic anxiety, obsession/compulsion, hostility, paranoid ideation, and
psychoticism can be estimated. To get an estimate of the patients quality of life we include the patient administered 5-item
WHO-5 scale where each item can be rated from 0 to 5 [27].

4.3. Lost days from work

At baseline and at four- and 12 months follow-up the patients are asked to report lost days from work during the
last ten working days. Throughout the intervention the patients are asked to register these data as well.

4.4. Cognitive outcomes

New evidence for the biological effect of exercise includes the increase of brain derived neurotrophic factor, which is
thought to mediate the positive effect of exercise on cognition in response to physical activity in rodents [46,47]. The
deficits in cognitive function in depressed patients are widely recognized [48], and cognition has previously been shown
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to relate to fitness levels in cross sectional studies [49]. The effect of long term physical intervention on cognitive skills
has to our knowledge never been examined in clinically depressed patients.

4.4.1. Verbal intelligence
Danish Adult Reading Test [50] is a Danish version of the New Adult Reading Test, which consists of 50 irregular

words graded in difficulty. The patient is asked to read out the list, and the number of correctly pronounced words is the
score which has been interpreted as a measure of premorbid intelligence and correlates highly with a full-scale IQ
measured by the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale [51].

4.4.2. Attention
Digit Span [51] makes the patient verbally repeat orally presented strings of digits of increasing lengths in straight

and reversed order. The number of correctly repeated strings is the score. Subtracting Serial Sevens [52] requests the
patients to subtract seven from 100 and continue to subtract seven until around zero. The score is a combination of time
and number of errors.

4.4.3. Visuomotor speed
Visuomoter speed is tested with Trail Making part A and B [53] and the Digit Symbol Test [51]. In the A part,

the patients are asked to connect numbered circles on a sheet in consecutive order. In the B part, the patients will
have to connect numbers and letters in alternating sequence (A–1–B–2–C–3…). The patients are told to work as
fast as possible. The score on each test is the time to complete. The Digit Symbol Test [51] is a symbol/number
substitution test where the patients on top of a sheet of paper is presented with the numbers 1–9. Each number is
represented by a symbol. Below there is 100 symbols listed but without the corresponding number. The patient is
now asked to fill the corresponding numbers in 90 s. The number of correctly matched numbers and symbols is the
score.

4.4.4. Language
Language is tested with Verbal Fluency S and Animals [54]. In the S part, the patients are asked to name as many

words beginning with S as possible. They are not allowed to use proper nouns. In the Animal part, the patients are
asked to mention as many animals they can think of. In both tests the patients have 60 s to name as many as possible.
The number of correct and incorrect words is recorded for both tests.

4.4.5. Memory
In the Buschke [55] test a list of ten unrelated and different words are read aloud to the patient. The patient is then

asked to recall the list. The interviewer repeats the words the patient misses and the patient is asked to try again until all
ten words can be said, or until ten attempts.

After 10 min, where other tests is done, the patient is asked to recall as many of the words as possible. In the Rey
Complex Figure Test [56] the patient is asked to copy a geometrical complex figure presented to them on a sheet of
paper to another sheet of paper. When this is done the drawings and the original are put away and after 3 min the patient
is asked to draw as much of the figure they can recall.

4.5. Biological outcomes

The potential beneficial effects of exercise on depression could be mediated via endorphins [57], monoamines [24],
neutrophins [58], modifications of the hypothalamic–pituitary axis [59], or psychosocial mechanisms such as an
increase of physical self-worth [60] and distraction [60,61]. Previous studies have rarely includedmeasures of biological
variables [62]. Disturbances in the hypothalamic–pituitary axis with high cortisol levels and the lack of ability to
suppress endogen cortisol with dexamethasone [63] have long been known to accompany depression. Increased fitness
has in experimental models shown to decrease cortisol response to psychological and physical stress [62,64]. Further-
more, serum prolactin has been used as an indicator of central serotonergic activity [25] which in one study has shown an
abnormal response to physical activity in depressed patients [65].

In connection with the physical exercise testing at baseline and at the four-month follow-up we will measure cortisol
and prolactin levels at rest and in response to exercise.
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4.6. Physical activity

The exercise capacity is measured using bicycle ergometry as mentioned above. Physical activity during work and
leisure time is measured at 4 and 12 months using a participant administered questionnaire by Saltin and Grimsby [66].
This questionnaire measures physical activity at work and leisure time separately, using four different categories.

5. Sample size calculation

With a Bonferoni adjusted alpha=0.0166 (0.05 /3) to allow comparison of the three arms of the trial [67], a minimal
clinical relevant response on the HAM-D17 of 4 (δ), a standard deviation on the HAM-D17 of 6, β=0.1, and a dropout
of 40%, we calculated that we needed a total of 186 patients. However, entry data on the first 50 patients revealed a
standard deviation of only 3 on the HAM-D17, which was confirmed by the international literature [21,68–71]. We
therefore adjusted our sample size calculation to a standard deviation on the HAM-D17 of 4. Based on this, 28 patients
are required in each group, thus a total of 84 patients. With a 12-month dropout of 60% (based on the first 50 patients),
we aim at including a total of 135 patients.

6. Statistics

The statistical analyses will be based on the intention-to-treat principle including all patients that have been
randomized. For the primary outcome the mean change in HAM-D17 and change in lost days from work will be
analyzed using ANOVA. In case of a significant difference among the groups, we will compare the non-aerobic with
the aerobic training group. If the latter comparison shows no significant difference we will be combine them and
compare them with the control group. In case of skewed attrition, in order to assess the influence of missing data on the
12-month symptom outcome, the data on the HAM-D17, Becks Depression Inventory, and Montgomery Asbergs
Depression Rating Scale will be subjected to further analysis in a repeated measurements model with unstructured
variance matrix. This approach assumes that the distribution of missing data could be estimated from the information
from previous interviews. The condition for using this method is the assumption that data are missing at random when
taking into consideration the information extracted from baseline and four month follow-up interviews. Covariates
entered in the repeated measurements model will be treatment, sex, and antidepressive medication. Accounting for the
baseline value is automatic since it is included in the model, and no treatment effect is allowed for at baseline. An
alternative approach to examine the influence of skewed attrition is sensitivity analysis, which also will be carried out.

Due to a possible effect of exercise on anxiety related items in the HAM-D17 [72,73] we will conduct an analysis of
intervention effect using the HAM-D17 excluding the anxiety related items.

Per-protocol analysis will be carried out for patients having attended ≥50% of their assigned intervention.
The two-sided P-value is set at ≤0.05. Due to the number of comparisons we employ Bonferoni adjusted P-value

and we will interpret significant findings conservatively.

7. Ethical issues

The protocol has been accepted by the local ethics committee (KF 01-213) and registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT
00103415). The results will be reported according to the CONSORT statement (www.CONSORT-Statement.org). The
patients will be requested to give written informed consent after having received written and oral information on the
trial following the Helsinki Declaration.

Only limited harm is expected to the patients in terms of muscle tenderness, venous puncture, etc. The staff ins-
tructioning the patients consist of highly qualified physiotherapists. In the event that one of the patients is getting worse or
has an unresolved health problem, the physiotherapists are instructed to refer the patients to hospital or general practitioner
depending on the nature of the problem.

8. Sponsor

The project is sponsored by ‘Forsikring og Pension’ (‘Assurance and Pension’), which is an organization promoting
Danish insurance companies. The organization wanted ‘lost days from work’ to be included as an outcome measure.

http://www.CONSORT-tatement.org
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Otherwise the sponsor has no role in trial design, data collection, data analysis, data interpretation, or in the future
writing of the report. The corresponding author will have full access to all the data and will together with the co-authors
make the decision when to submit results for publication.

9. Discussion

The strengths of this pragmatic trial are the method of randomization conducted by an independent institution
providing adequate allocation concealment. Second, we intend to obtain blinded assessment of the primary outcome
measure, HAM-D17. Third, the intention-to-treat analysis gives this trial high internal validity. Fourth, the long follow-
up time and the clinical relevant measures (HAM-D17, lost working days) have the potential of reliably informing
clinical practice. The realistic setting of the interventions makes the external validity of the trial strong. The referral
from general practitioners to a four-month supervised exercise scheme is already a reality in the area, however, not for
this particular group of patients. As mentioned above patients with depression have an increased all-cause mortality,
which especially involves cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, hypertension, and possibly osteoporoses which all could
be due to sedentary lifestyle. A sedentary lifestyle is increasingly recognized as a risk factor for a variety of diseases
and this is indeed a part of the behavior of depressed patients.

Relaxation and massage exercises in the control group might have an anxiety reducing effect, thus influencing the
HAM-D17 score in a positive manner and thereby increasing the risk of a type II error. However, if patients in the control
group are not offered an attractive intervention we believe that attrition in the control group could bias the result of the
trial. Therefore the activity in the control group must be perceived as relevant to the patients in order to keep them
compliant. Due to the possible anxiety reducing effect of exercise and relaxation we plan an analyses on HAM-D17 after
exclusion of anxiety related questions. This will enable us to examine the effect of the interventions on depression
including the anxiety aspect and excluding the anxiety aspect. In order to reduce the confounding effect physiotherapist
may have on patients on anxiety related aspects, we try to establish groups with equal number of patients per
physiotherapist.

Based on the first 50 patients enrolled in the DEMO trial we know that a majority has received antidepressive
medicine for more than 6 weeks. This could indicate that the patients are resistant to medical treatment and perhaps also
to a possible positive effect of training which could lead to a type II error. Another limitation of this trial could be that
patients are not blinded to the intervention, and only the interviewers and the biochemists measuring the biological
values are blinded to intervention group.

Trials with multiple outcome measures or trials making more than one comparison face the problem of mass
significance. It is in such trials difficult to define which p-value level that should be considered significant [74]. In the
present DEMO trial we have tried to reduce the significance level due to the multiple comparisons we plan. Fur-
thermore we will interpret significant findings conservatively.

During the last decade our knowledge has increased regarding the effect poorly conducted trials may have on
estimates of intervention effects [19,20,75]. In this perspective the poor methodological quality of many trials within
the field of exercise and depression should be interpreted with caution. Exercise advice from professionals to patients
on this issue should be based on the same level of evidence as any medication given. The results from the DEMO trial
will be published in 2008–2009.
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